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A Great V-8 Season May Fade

but we remember our friends forever
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T w i n C i t i e s R e g i o n a l G r o u p I n f o r m at i o n

Meetings
Membership meetings of the TCRG are held at
7:30 on the first Wednesday of almost every month
at a site announced in the Rumble Sheet. Change
in time or location will also be announced in the
Rumble Sheet.
Membership
Membership dues for the TCRG are $15.00 per
calendar year. Membership in the Early Ford V-8
Club of America (the national club) is a membership
requirement of the Twin Cities Regional Group.
Submitting material
Please send all materials for publication to Mark
Crichton, 19072 Magenta Bay, Eden Prairie, MN
55347, or e-mail
mc56bird@comcast.net.
Rumble Sheet material deadline is the 15th of the
month. E-mail body content (not attachment) is
preferred.
Advertising
Classified ads are free to TCRG members, and
will run for three consecutive months. Display ads
(business card size) will run for 12 issues at a cost of
$30. Check under ad for last scheduled appearance.
Website
TCRG can be visited online at www.tcrgv8club.org

The Rumble Sheet is the official publication of the
Twin Cities Regional Group # 46 (TCRG) of the Early
Ford V-8 Club of America and is sent to all current
members and advertisers. TCRG is chartered by the
Early Ford V-8 Club of America, and is a non-profit
corporation in the state of Minnesota, dedicated to
the preservation of Ford motor vehicles and related
historical materials from the era of flathead V-8
engines, including all Fords, Mercurys and Lincolns
so equipped from 1932 through 1953.
Club Address
PO Box 20236, Minneapolis, MN 55420.
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TCRG Activities

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 7:30PM
MEMBERSHIP MEETING. The meeting
will be held at Environments, Inc., 13600
County Road 62, Minnetonka. From I-494,
exit at Hwy 62 Crosstown and go west less
than a half mile. First driveway on the right
after Baker Road. TCRG “Show N Tell” night,
chance to learn about member’s other hobbies
and unique collections.
Wednesday, October 7, 2009 6:00PM
BOARD MEETING. The meeting will be
held at Environments, Inc., 13600 County
Road 62, Minnetonka prior to the monthly
Membership meeting.
Thursday, October 15, 2009, 9:00 AM
GEEZER BREAKFAST, Curran’s Restaurant,
4201 Nicollet Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55409,
(612)-822-5327 www.curransrestaurant.com
Gentlemen are invited too! Thanks Bill Blood
for setting it up.
Friday, October 16, 2009, 6:30 PM
DINNER and COMEDY SHOW, Club
member Dennis Carney extends an TCRG
invite to Prior Lake VFW for dinner and 7:30
PM magic/comedy show. RSVP by 10/10. See
Dobie’s Corner for more details.
Saturday, October 17, 2009, 9:00 AM
FALL COLORS TOUR, meet at 9 in theatre
parking lot across from Khoury’s in Inver Grove
Hts. Hey, did somebody say Khoury’s breakfast
at 8AM?
Wednesday, November 4, 2009 6:30PM
MEMBERSHIP MEETING. The meeting
will be held at Environments, Inc., 13600
County Road 62, Minnetonka. From I-494,
exit at Hwy 62 Crosstown and go west less than
a half mile. First driveway on the right after
Baker Road. Ron Long will be presenting his
wide range of literature and memorabilia.

TCRG Glovebox

• Cover Photo: I thought about all the
contributions Kent Tabako has made to the
members, and had to illustrate it here with this
pic from Bill Gillies. Here Kent “fine tunes”
Duane Shuck’s ‘53 Ford before leaving the
Twin Citties for Auburn, IN. As you would
expect, Duane made it there and back without
any hiccups. On behalf of many members,
“Thanks Kent for all you do!”
• Rumble Sheet Contributors: The Editor
would like to thank Cliff Helling, Bill Gillies,
Tom Halfpenny, and Ron Long for their
contributions this month.
• Speaking of Cliff Helling, the picture on
page 9 was scanned from Cliff ’s book titled “In
Pursuit of Happiness”. I enjoyed his thoughtprovoking advise regarding “Be Selfish: Do
Good and Don’t Tell”. You might want to ask
him about his latest contribution to the good of
mankind. I hope you enjoy his article, because
as Cliff told me “I’m just trying to help”.
• Website Update: Since my truck has been
on the website for almost a year now, plus I
recently sold it to someone outside TCRG
(albeit a national member), I convinced my son
Danny to update it before he left for college.
I’m not telling who’s car it is, but I’m sure you
will agree it is probably the rarest Mercury on
the planet. Also to reinforce, I usually add the
newsletter to the site the weekend before the
monthly meeting if you ever want to replace or
share it.
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www.tcrgv8club.org
Happy Birthday!

October 1 		
October 10 		
October 23 		
October 26 		
October 31 		

Dennis Carney
Donna Ditmanson
Walter Hanson
Karla Fredrick
Jim Rucci

Dobie’s Corner

Where has the summer gone? Here we
are thinking about getting our cars ready for
storage for the coming winter, BAH. September
was a busy month especially for those who
attended the Central Meet at Auburn. The
monthly meeting was held at the Galaxy Drive
Inn in St Louis Park. It was well attended by
the membership that didn’t go to Auburn. The
Galaxy is newly refurbished with lots of nifty
neon, pedal cars, trikes, and many interesting
fountains. It has lots of stuff for families to
enjoy, and was a busy, busy place on a beautiful
evening. After we ate and tired of conversation
and as the sun was setting, Paul and Joann
Dudek lit the headlights on their 1914 Model
T, spun the crank and headed off for home.
The Gentleman’s breakfast at the
Louisiana Café had 12 or 14 members show up
for breakfast. Bob Parmelee up from Texas and
celebrating his 50 years of marriage joined us
at breakfast and got to renew old friendships.
As I write this I am watching the weather for the
Saturday trip to the Spam factory. Hopefully it
will be a dry as I hate wet sox when I drive.
Don’t forget to bring something for
“Show and Tell” for the October meeting. It can
be anything and something that club members
may not know you collect. Tattoos and body art
not in good taste in a family meeting; save it for
the breakfast.
Please be thinking about the office
that you want to run for in the coming year as
I would guess that you are tired of seeing the
same people in office year after year, I know I
am.
Re the TCRG Annual Banquet: It has
been mentioned that the location of last year’s
banquet has space available if we want a rerun.
Some have suggested they would like the location

more centrally located and I even heard some
might want it in the afternoon!! We could really
use some input from the membership. Please
let the board members know your thoughts.
And just because you make a suggestion doesn’t
mean that you’ll be in charge, unless of course
you want to be in charge.
Friday night October 16th Denny
Carney is performing at the Prior Lake VFW.
He extends an invitation to all members who
would like a night out for dinner, Magic and
comedy. Denny will have tables set aside for
club members so the men can sit at one table
and the women at the other as per usual club
seating. (Personal editor nixes that idea.) Dinner
is at 6:30 and the show starts at 7:30. The show
is FREE, please RSVP to Denney by Oct 10th.
The VFW is located on block off Highway 13
in down town Prior Lake.
October 17th get ready for the fall
color tour or if no colors just a ride into scenic
Wisconsin. We will meet at 9 AM in the theater
parking lot across from Khoury’s restaurant
in Inver Grove Heights. Take the first exit off
highway 52 after 494 going south on highway
52. We will have lunch on the way, hopefully
closer to noon or 1 PM as breakfast at Khoury’s
might suffice.
Dobie & Mary
wlgillies@juno.com
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Norway V-8 Meet 2010

Tom Halfpenny Wins Award

Hi V8-fellows, the following page tells about
the Next Scandinavian Ford V8 Meet 2010.
Thank you for putting this note inside your
newsletter telling about what’s going on in
the Scandinavia. Best Ford V8 Greetings
from Regional Group 102 Norway.
Ola Hegseth. Henrik Sørensensvei 19
NO-1065 Oslo
olasfordv8@c2i.net
ola@earlyfordv8.no

The 3M Club Rod & Custom Car
Show was held on June 13th in Woodbury,
where member Tom Halfpenny entered his
1953 Mercury Monterey 2 door hardtop. Congratulations to Tom, as his car won 2 awards.
Out of 187 cars at the show, Tom’s Merc received the Best Ford Motor Company award,
1950 and later Ford products, given by White
Bear Lincoln & Mercury. The car also received one of the 6 People’s Choice awards.
Last year at the same show, the car tied
for First Place winning the 3M Club award.

Welcome New Member

TCRG welcomes:
Jim and Diane Ringstad
9018 Jareau Avenue South
Cottage Grove, MN 55016
jar999@msn.com
651-459-1043
Jim and Diane have a ‘34 Ford Sedan being restored. Please update your roster.
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These TCRG club members all had their “year”
covered with beautiful examples at the Hastings
“History of Cars”. Doesn’t appear to be much
room for Chevys! Clockwise from top left: Jean and
Duane Shuck (1935), Roger Wothe (1942), Gary
and Sandy Rosenberger (1951), Bill and Sandra
Bergstrom (1933), Harvey and Faythe Oberg
(1941), Paul Oman (1934), and the group picture
from the Levee’ Cafe where dinner was served.
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Hastings and Auburn

On your leftt and right are two
important events from this year’s cruising
season. On your left are pictures from the
Hastings “History of Cars” that has been
publicized for quite some time in the Rumble Sheet. Tom Halfpenny worked very
hard to ensure TCRG was well represented,
and he was quite successful.
In case you were wondering, this
event featured a car for each year that
represented the best example for the year.
TCRG had several cars lined up. The pictures give your an idea of the impact the
club had on this event. Dinner was also well
attended at the Levee’ Cafe’ in downtown
Hastings.
On your right are pictures Ron
Long sent the RS Editor from the Central
National Meet in Auburn , IN, where quite
a few members attended. As you can see
the museum is a real place, and becoming
the vision the Foundations Board planned.
Duane Shuck represented TCRG
presenting a $1,000 check to the foundation.
There were many members who wanted to
see this donation happen. In typical TCRG
fashion, we made it a big deal.
Additionally, five TCRG members
earned awards for their cars, and are pictured on the right. Be sure to congratulate
them, as getting their cars to Auburn was
no easy task. I’m sure they would tell you it
was well worth it.

Congratulations!

Ron Geotte, Ron Christensen, Gary Rosenberger,
Paul Oman and Ron Long (l to r) accept their
awards at the Central National Meet in Auburn

Here is the brick TCRG purchased some time
ago. These bricks will be used to line the path to
the Early Ford V-8 museum.
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Duane Shuck represented TCRG members,
presenting a $1,000 donation to the Early Ford
V-8 Foundation.

Judges: The Times they are Achanging, by Cliff Helling

With the addition of Mr. Rehore’s two volumes on the ‘32, the restoration specifics are available now for just about all of our V-8s. We assume
that members restoring cars bought the cars, signed
a title and applied for the license as well as purchasing parts and paying by check, cash or credit card.
In other words the books are available, restorers can
read and write (like judges) and the cost is minimal.
What we have here is now a duel of due diligence
and stealth between judges and restorers. Do you
judges realize what this means?
Of course you do, your authority and prestige is at stake to say nothing of the capacity to strike
fear into the heart of the humble restorer. I purpose
a series of changes here to reestablish the ultimate
power you once had and once again inspire devotion from the heathen. Remember judges, they are
the only ones we have to worry about, and the public doesn’t know the difference.
Elevate the office
Since you will soon have no basis to flaunt
your expertise you must substitute costumes, credential and lots of rules and regulations, that of course
means nothing, but subject the subjects to difficult
hoop jumping so when they receive a favorable nod
from you, it will all be worth it.
Costumes
I purpose that we first get rid of those
cheap t-shirts that say “judge” on them. Does a police officer or a fireman need a name on them to
know what they are about? I believe a black robe
(like the graduation outfit) would be appropriate for
the run of the mill judges. The senior judge for each
year could have a red stole to mark him as the most
important (feared law giver) for each year car. The
chief judge should have a white robe to signify justice and purity, of course. It would be his decision
if he would choose to ride around in a special vehicle-perhaps not unlike the Pope mobile. This would
instill confidence in the process when seen by participants and spectators alike. He may also choose
to remain in one special place in his special chair
(throne) so all would know he was available to dis-
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pense rulings whenever a concern arises. This then
would be kind of a shrine others could come to worship, pay respects or just hang out to be seen with
important people. These costumes and rituals are
critically important in order to convince the restorer
that judges actually have an important function in
this whole operation.
Credentials and Attitude
We now have a museum, which denotes
a heritage and pride in our cars. A perfect place
to offer courses in new specifics to being a judge,
since anyone can study the restoration book for each
car, restorer and potential judge alike, a whole new
course of study will be necessary. Judges take note!
First we must separate out any area where the slightest amount of judgment may exist. Upon this thin
edge all of your expertise and status in the area must
depend. Therefore, areas like variation in stock colors, orange peel or a run could be gig material as
well as a host of other subjective things including:
A. A bun- on a nut or bolt or perhaps a logo on the
fastener.
B. Fading of colored wires.
C. Shades of black.
D. Neatness of welds.
E. Quality of plating of nuts and bolts (we assume
the grill would be perfect as well as the correct coating on fasteners).
F. Tire wear. (Should the little nubs be on theses new
tires).
G. Grease showing around fittings.
H. Tone of the horn.
I. Perhaps a wobble in the pin stripe.
J. Polish swirls on stainless or paint.
K. Position of fire extinguisher or how wheels are
turned.
L. Flying bugs (dead or alive) along with wood tics,
hair, toenails (all foreign objects) anywhere in or on
the cars.
To follow this up you are encouraged to get
a first rate CSI type powder and duster kit to catch
fingerprints on all shiny surfaces. Doing this will
bring awe from spectators and restorers alike. Note:

Any make up duster and baby powder works just as
well and can be picked up at Target for ½ the price.
Do not forget that there are variations in castings
and this will work to your advantage. The restorer
may not be aware of this since he has been working
only with his own stuff. If you find a mold line or
perhaps some roughness, point out these flaws and
nail him with points off. Preferably in front of loved
ones. By the way don’t neglect the old stand by “welt
crinkle” to further embarrass participants.
A more subtle approach by judges with
nerve is simply accusing the restorer with outright
fraud. (Any subject or area you choose is fine for
this is for intimidation only). Building up to that,
the judge must talk a lot about “early” and “late”
and “prototype” to confuse the person and also
to firmly establish the
judge as “in charge” and
perhaps even in possession of “special knowledge”. If the restorer
protests, be big about it
and forgive him this time
but let him know you are
suspicious and will be
watching him closely in
the future. Use this tactic
with potential troublemakers or those that
have complained about
a call in the past. Here,
an aggressive confrontation will make this person
think twice about fooling with you! Judges remember that a screw slots should point level and valves
on tires point to the logo. This of course is ridiculous but pictures to the contrary can be referred to as
“prototype” or “special publicity shots” or perhaps
“worked on” cars etc and passed off. Never lose your
cool and say “maybe” or you aren’t judge material.
Note: Remember if the restorer has all screw slots
and valves lined up you can say it’s ridiculous and
use the same pictures above to prove it. Note: Omit
reference to special publicity and prototype.

Secondly, we must play up this course and
its skills with a graduate degree program for advanced judges. This is a wide-open area where we
are free to award masters and doctors degrees to our
good old boys so they can enjoy respect in their declining years without doing anything. This is also a
great area for the trappings of power and prestige.
We can have capes, badges, medals, hats, uniforms
etc. etc. etc.
Third we must develop an “attitude” in all
our judges. The above education can help but determined effort is needed by each prospective judge
beyond this to assume a pompous attitude whenever
around any of the regular members. After all they
are the ultimate judge of our worth in the hobby
and wear the uniform to
prove it. (Consider paying someone to run errands and compliment
you in public to complete
the illusion).
		
This area will
be difficult for the judge
must actually convince
himself he is superior
to his counterpart even
though they have both
read and studied the
same materials. An even
greater hurdle for the
judge to overcome is that
the restorer has just gone
through the applied decision making process building his car — hands on. This is why the trappings of
costumes etc. mentioned above are so important to
pulling this off.
Technical Questions Aimed at Judges
Here I suggest chanting a mantra by the
judge preferably in a foreign tongue.
The restorer won’t know what he is saying but deep
in meditation so as not to be disturbed with trivial
questions. The restorer is then forced to look them
up in the book and the judge superiority is reestablished or at least not challenged. I believe an inner
Cliff’s article continued on page 10
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Cliff’s article continued from pg 9
attitude of contempt for the hands on worker will
work best here for the judge. After all, where does he
get effusing a Philips head screw in a hidden place
behind the dash- and you know he did! Maybe he
did it to fool you and spite you and put you down.
Well you still have the power to dock him points on
“subjective” areas where your wise experience and
recognized expertise still count. So you see here an
“attitude” can work for you in creative ways even
though it’s non productive for human relations. This
indicates judges are very giving people willing to
give up a good time just so this job can be done with
dignity.
One final area we must work on is punishment. If a person submits his car to being judged he
must risk a great deal for the judge’s favor is such a
great reward. Never mind it’s now based on minor
subjective decisions for we have effectively established it’s important through the things mentioned
above. So the higher reward, the higher the risk
and punishment. Of course the recognition is well
known. The long walk to the head table, the self-effacing remarks, the applause..... For the punishment
we may consider a public confession at the banquet
or perhaps the chief judge marks the “problems” he
finds on the car with a small ball pin hammer necessitating the flaw being fixed till its right with an over
site committee checking.
One final thought you as a judge must
never be without an answer. The catchall answer to
explain the unexplainable is this: Simply blame it on
the dealer. They are all dead of course, so there is no
proof you aren’t right.
In closing let me state that if we initiate the
above at once and with great vigor, we can save the
whole judging thing with the ultimate reward being
that in the near future we indeed will produce an example of a “perfect” V-8 Ford. Not a car to drive, of
course, but we could all look at it and take pictures
by it.

For Sale

• 1946 Ford Bus Coupe, Parting out, clear
MN title. Joel Bergstrom 651-631-0091. email
bergieja@usfamily.net
• Time to clear out some stuff, just make an offer,
or come by and get some of the unannounced
items. Vern Halvorson, 763-544-7578
Pair of 40 heads “A” nice shape, 51 Merc Dash,
50-51 insert for dash, Engine stand (it will hold
a V 8), 47 Ford Steering wheel needs repair.
4 front fender extensions two pair, decent, Two
air power hand sanders- worked for me, A lot of
stainless for a 50 Merc 4 dr, Nose piece for a 41
Ford Pick up- NOS but shelf worn, Pair of wind
wing frames only for a 46,47 and 47 Convert,
Set of NOS pistons “3-13/16 with writ pins .30
over, 50 Merc steering wheels- need repair, 6
and 12 volt battery tenders like new, Set of 8
used pistons 3-13/16- Dan Warden had them
in a car and changed them.
• 1951 Ford motor mounts, 2 front 1 rear
$25, also have a 1951 Ford overdrive 3 speed
transmission solenoids included unknown
condition $150 ct cell 6512763230, Earl Kelly

Classified ads are free to TCRG members,
and will run for three consecutive months
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The following ads are from Gary Nielsen
of GEM Classic Auto, Contact Gary at
(320) 235-3935 or (320) 894-8685, or via
e-mail at: garybob@charter.net.
• 1949 Ford F-6 with grain box and hoist. 2 spd
rear axle, runs well, rusty cab $1495 OBO
• 1949 Chevrolet half ton. Very unique truck
with power divider to run rear mount welder,
$1200 OBO
• 1962 Chevrolet 4dr HT. AZ car with great
body, 283 AT, AC, $6000 OBO
• 1923 Fordson tractor on steel. Complete, with
add on brake. Engine free. $1500.
• 1946 Ford Conoco gas truck. Body is good.
Engine soaking but stuck (6 cylinder) $2300
OBO.
• 1949 Ford F-5 V-8 (stuck). Great body and
tires with hoist, no box. $1800.

• 1933 Ford Deluxe Cabriolet, steel, restored,
maroon/black fenders super nice
• 1934 Ford Deluxe Tudor, steel, body off,
Dearborn blue, WWSW rings, Wow!
• 1936 Ford Deluxe Roadster, steel, red, dual
carbs & exhaust, pines trim
• 1936 Ford Deluxe 3/W Coupe, steel, tan,
restored, WWSW, chrome caps, neat!
• 1939 Ford Deluxe Coupe, steel, restored, red,
skirts, built 59A, drives 100%
• 1939 Ford Deluxe Convertible, steel, red,
duals, WWSW, great driver!
• 1940 Ford Deluxe Convertible, steel, restored,
maroon, WWSW, R&H, nice!
• 1940 Ford Deluxe Convertible, steel, maroon,
one of the best in the world
• 1940 Ford Deluxe Sedan Delivery, steel, green,
dual spots, new chrome, nice!
• 1940 Mercury Coupe, steel black, AZ car,
never rusty, dressed flathead
• 1947 Ford Super Deluxe Convertible, steel,
body-off, Columbia, still under construction,
• 1953 Mercury 2D Hardtop, steel, red/black,
killer correct interior
• 1957 Ford Ranchero, body-off restoration,
red/white, overdrive, super car
See all of BJ’s cars at: www.jmacsautos

BJ’s Corner

• 1932 Ford Roadster, real Henry body, repro
steel fenders, black, brown L/B leather, tan top,
dressed 59A engine, 12v, wwsw, rings. Super
fresh, not striped yet.
• 1936 Ford Deluxe Roadster, Tan, all steel,
correct Calif. body-off resto, tan top, brown
L/B leather, woodgrain, dog, wwsw, rings,
super killer car.
• 1949 Mercury Convertible, all steel, 10 year
body off resto, 12v, R&H, power windows, lite
yellow, red interior, tan top, killer nice car with
test miles only.

Wanted
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• Banjo steering wheel and Greyhound both
for 1936 Ford. Werner Langenbach 763 5440097 email: my29townsedan@usfamily.net
• Ford hand tools to make up a tool kit. Monkey
wrench, Box wrench, screwdriver, small openend wrenches. Harvey Oberg, 651-739-9754
• 1932 thru 1940 Ford Roadster, Cabriolet,
3 and 5 window Coupes. Steel only. Prefer
restored, well-maintained. Slight modifications
OK. “Don’t need to talk to my wife or banker
to do a deal”. Call me. BJ 952-941-2918

Twin Cities Regional Group
Early Ford V-8 Club of America
PO Box 20236
Minneapolis, MN 55420

